This paper deals with the numerical simulation of time-harmonic wave fields using progressive plane waves. It is shown that a plane wave travelling in arbitrary direction can be numerically recovered with an accuracy of the order of the machine precision with a collocation formulation and the square root of the machine precision with a least-square formulation. However, strongly evanescent and nearly singular wave fields cannot be properly recovered with standard double-precision floating-point arithmetic. Some of the ideas are applied to the elastic wave equation and a simple optimization algorithm is proposed to find a good compromise between the accuracy and the number of plane waves.
Introduction
Methods using superposition of progressive plane waves for the numerical simulation of time-harmonic wave problems generally falls in the much wider class of methods called Trefftz-type methods in which an approximate solution of a boundary value problem is built from the sets of functions that satisfy exactly the differential equation. These plane wave methods have been mainly developed for domain discretization schemes. Although this is not the place for a complete survey, one can cite the Ultra Weak Formulation introduced by Després for the Helmholtz equation [7, 6, 9] and recently extended for the elastodynamic equation [8] or the least-squares Trefftz-type elements [11] . Use of plane waves is also [2] and applications for scattering problems can be found in [10, 13, 12] . All these techniques showed considerable improvements both in terms of degree of freedom reduction and accuracy compared with conventional discretization schemes. However, the question of numerical stability of the plane wave basis due to the poor conditioning of the resulting algebraic system remains an open problem. Sometimes described as basis 'badness' in quantum mechanics [3] , this can bring severe limitations to the method if the wave field to be approximated is strongly evanescent. Though evanescent waves can theoretically be expressed as the singular limit of an angular superposition of real (i.e. progressive) plane waves [4] , their associated coefficients become exponentially large so that only many-decimal arithmetic computation can recover the exact solution.
The present paper aims at bringing some new contributions to the understanding of these matters. Focusing on the Helmholtz equation in the unit disc, precise estimates for the plane wave basis approximation error (in the maximum-norm) as well as the conditioning number arising from both least square and collocation formulations are given in Section 2. In Section 3, some of the ideas developed for the Helmholtz problem are applied to the elastic wave equation.
Helmholtz equation
In this section, we consider the Helmholtz equation on a circular domain of diameter h. Without lack of generality we restrict ourselves to the particular case where the domain is the unit disc by introducing the reduced wave number = h/ ( is the wavelength) so that the Dirichlet problem can be written as
In the sequel, we call x = (x 1 , x 2 ) the cartesian coordinates and (r, ), its polar representation. We note ·, · and · L 2 ( ) the usual inner product and its associated norm of the Hilbert space L 2 ( ).
Error analysis
We assume that the boundary data g are given via its Fourier series as
where the series converges pointwise on [0, 2 ]. Provided that the wave number is such that J n ( ) = 0 for any integer |n| < , the unique solution is given by the infinite sum
We define by u N the truncated sum (4) up to the order N and we call
a progressive plane wave in the direction . By using Bessel's first integral identity [1] , u N can be expanded with plane wave integrals as
Evaluating integrals in (6) with the trapezoidal rule using a fixed set of quadrature points q = 2 q/Q yields the plane wave approximatioñ
where the set q are progressive plane waves travelling in directions evenly distributed over the unit circle, q ( ; x) = ( ; q , x) for q = 1, 2, . . . , Q. In order to give an estimation of the approximation error u N −ũ Q,N , call Q,n the quadrature error
Using the Jacobi-Anger expansion for the plane wave [1] , we get
where is the Kronecker symbol. A upper bound for the norm of the quadrature error Q,n can be given if the number of plane waves Q exceeds |n| + . More precisely, we show in Appendix B that, if the number of plane waves is chosen such that Q = N + N with N > 1 then the following inequalities hold:
Thus, under the same conditions, we have
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Now, using the properties of Bessel functions (see Appendix A), it is straightforward to see that provided
By virtue of (11) and (12), we can now state the following lemma: Lemma 1. Define the system of plane waves 
where
More precise estimates can be derived if the Fourier series (3) is finite, i.e.ĝ n = 0 for all |n| > n 0 . In this case we have 
We shall apply these error estimates in two cases. First, assume the data g are given from a homogeneous plane wave travelling in the arbitrary direction , i.e.
In that case, we have |ĝ n | = |J n ( )|. By following similar techniques as in Appendix B, it is easy to see
Thus, a sharp estimate (13) is obtained if N ∈ I is chosen such that J Q−N ( ) and J N ( ) are minimized simultaneously and N = Q/2 (Q is assumed even for simplicity) appears to be a reasonable choice. This yields the following estimate:
(note that the quantity 2 can be interpreted as the number of degrees of freedom per full wavelength on the perimeter of ). This last result shows that any progressive plane wave of unit amplitude can be approximated in W (Q) with an error behaving like QJ Q/2 ( ). Moreover, by virtue of (A.8), the error will be infinitely small in the high-frequency limit when Q HF = e .
Remark. (i)
From a practical point of view, the condition Q > 2 is not penalizing compared to conventional domain discretization schemes for which the number of variables needed to approximate the wave field in behaves like ( ) 2 /(4 ). Here, the parameter stands for the discretization level which usually lies around 10 variables per wavelength. The fact that Q almost behaves linearly with was expected since only the boundary data are approximated (like any boundary integral method).
(ii) Further analysis could be carried out in the spirit of [5] to evaluate the number of plane waves Q min needed to guarantee an approximation error below a certain value (say ). Since for large , the function
. For a fixed constraint , the quantity 2 becomes the dominant term as increases and this is very similar to the analysis given in [5, Remark 3.3. p. 390].
Now, assume that the data g are given byĝ n = n,n 0 (n 0 0) so that the exact solution is simply
Let Q > + n 0 , then the best plane wave approximation satisfies
The conditioning problem
Inspection of the plane wave coefficients in (7) reveals that their magnitudes are not bounded and they display unpredictable behavior. This suggests that any algorithm devised to find these coefficients will probably face ill-conditioning problems. Fortunately, when the computational domain is circular, progress can be made towards an understanding of this effect. We shall start with the least-square method.
Least-square method
We seek an approximate solution of (1) and (2) by considering the linear combination of plane waves
and choose the coefficients a q so as to minimize the 
The Q×Q matrix M with entries m pq = q , p is obviously Hermitian and positive since by definition,
. (The symbol H denotes the conjugate transpose.) M is invertible provided that the functions q are linearly independent in . This is true as long as is not an eigenvalue of the interior Dirichlet problem (see [6] ) and therefore, the minimization problem is well-defined and we can define
Using the Jacobi-Anger expansion and the orthogonality of the Fourier basis, the element matrice m pq can be decomposed as follows:
Thus, if we call W the (unitary) Discrete Fourier Transform matrix with entries w pk = Q −1/2 e i2 kp/Q we have the diagonalization of M as
where is the diagonal matrix containing the singular values
We show in Appendix B that, if Q > 2 (Q even for simplicity), then
This gives us a lower bound for the condition number (in the 2-norm) as
Collocation method
A diagonalization of the collocation matrix can be obtained analytically if the plane wave expansion (19) is applied at Q points regularly distributed over , x p = (cos(2 p/Q), sin(2 p/Q)). Following the same technique as in the previous discussion, we find that the collocation matrix (C) pq = q ( ; x p ) admits the factorization
where D is a diagonal matrix with coefficients
By considering the normal matrix C H C, we obtain formally
To make some progress, it suffices to observe that, by using the trapezoidal rule, the least-square matrix can be decomposed as follows:
where the residual matrix R(Q) stems from the quadrature error of a smooth 2 -periodic function and therefore tends to zero exponentially fast. Thus,
Numerical experiments-the finite precision problem
In the first part of this section, we shall check the error estimates as well as the condition number arising from both least-square and collocation formulations. In all the calculations, we ensure that min |n|< |J n ( )| is not too small and certainly much higher than the machine precision so that our analysis is not spoiled by the nonuniqueness problem.
Let the boundary data g stemming from a progressive plane wave travelling in the direction Q = /Q. The exact solution is simply
With this choice, we ensure that none of the plane waves q=1,...,Q coincides with, or is too close to, the original plane wave. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the condition number for both formulations and for two values of the wave number. Theoretical estimates are computed from (25) and (30). Above a threshold estimated at 10 16 , the computer fails in evaluating correctly the condition number (and more precisely the smallest singular values) because the machine precision is reached. The effect of this finite precision problem on the L 2 norm errorÊ Q is shown in Fig. 2 a better conditioning and gives the best results when g( ) is infinitely differentiable, which is the case in this example. At = 100, the error behavior is close to the high-frequency regime (Q HF /(2 ) ≈ 1.3591 . .
.).
Though numerical results agree with our analysis, it appears that estimate (16) is overestimated and more accurate predictions could possibly be found for this particular problem. Nevertheless, this is not of crucial importance in practice, since for sufficiently large , f (Q) = QJ Q/2 ( ) is a very steep function when Q > 2 and (16) remains a good indicator. Finite precision calculations can have severe consequences in situations where g contains nonnegligible Fourier series coefficients in the range |n| > . Consider the collocation formulation for instance. Let us first assume the ideal case where the inversion of the collocation matrix (26) can be achieved without loss of accuracy so that the plane waves coefficients are explicitly given by the convolution product
Call W k the kth column of W. Then we can rewrite (31) in terms ofĝ as
Now, let Q be arbitrary high so that coefficients amplitudes |b k | are fairly approximated by
Introduce the index k ε > such that J k ε ( ) < ε, then by using the properties of the Bessel function and Annexe B.1, it is clear that
Thus,
In other words, high-order coefficientsĝ n , (|n| > k ε > ) are magnified at least by the factor ε −1 . So if (32) as well as the plane wave expansion (19) are computed with finite precision, the information contained in these coefficients will be lost and only many-decimal arithmetic computation can circumvent this problem. In practice, the matrix inversion is carried out numerically (using the SVD algorithm in our case). With standard double-precision floating-point arithmetic, ε numerically stabilizes at the machine precision (∼ 10 −16 ) and the information is therefore already lost at that stage. To illustrate this matter, let us consider approximating the exact solution u II (see (17)) with plane waves using the collocation formulation. Sinceĝ n 0 = n,n 0 , this yields explicitly
When Q increases, d n 0 tends to i n 0 J n 0 ( ) and the exact solution is recovered (see (7)). Nevertheless, if n 0 is chosen substantially above , then d n 0 tends very rapidly to zero like (A.8) and standard double precision quickly becomes inefficient. Tables 1 and 2 clearly shows the degradation of the error when n 0 > . The second line refers to the collocation formulation and the system is numerically inverted and the third line refers to the exact plane wave approximation with coefficients a q = e i2 qn 0 /Q (Qi n 0 J n 0 ( )). The number of plane waves Q is taken high enough to ensure that errors have stabilized. It can be noticed that the finite precision effect is relatively more severe at high frequency. In Fig. 3 , are plotted the computed plane wave approximations of (17) at = 10 and for the four values n 0 = 10, 20, 25 and 30 are plotted. The expected concentric circles become distorted until the information is completely lost when n 0 > 30. This simple numerical test reveals the difficulty for the plane wave basis to approximate the evanescent wave field located near the origin where it 'superoscillates' (this term is borrowed from Berry [4] ). There is another practical situation where the plane wave basis is likely to break down: when attempting to recover a field emitted by a singular source very close to the computational domain. In this case, the boundary data g has high-order Fourier coefficients due to the 1/r behavior in the vicinity of the source.
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Elastic wave equations
We consider the propagation of waves in an elastic medium with Lamé constants , and density . We restrict ourselves to the unit disc by introducing the reduced wave numbers
where subscripts 1 and 2, respectively, refer to the pressure wave (P) and the shear wave (S). In the sequel, the P-and S-wave are referred to as the associated propagative plane wave. Let u be the displacement field, the Dirichlet problem then writes
Here again, f is assumed to be given by its Fourier series converging pointwise on [0, 2 ],
where (e r , e ) denotes the conventional polar basis.
Error analysis
Let us first introduce the Helmholtz decomposition for the field u, namely
where the Lamé potentials 1 (resp. 2 ) are solutions of the Helmholtz equation with wave number 1 (resp. 2 ) and thus admit the decomposition
The decomposition is unique only if the 2 × 2 system
is invertible for all n ∈ Z and this will always be assumed in the present discussion. Following the technique of the previous section, we split the Lamé potentials in three parts:
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The first term clearly reveals a P-wave approximation of the solution using Q 1 directions evenly distributed over the unit circle. The remaining terms are the approximation error. Obviously, a similar decomposition holds for ∇ ⊥ 2 with Q 2 S-waves. Using recurrence relations (A.2), (A.3) and results established for the Helmholtz problem, it can be shown that the second term in (43) satisfies
where the ratio N 1 = (Q 1 − N 1 − 1)/ 1 is strictly greater than one. Moreover, if N 1 1 + 1 then the following holds for the third term,
By repeating the same operation for the potential 2 , we can now state
Lemma 3. Define the system of P-and S-waves as
Let the number of plane waves Q 1 > 2( 1 + 1) and Q 2 > 2( 2 + 1) be chosen such that the two sets
of the Dirichlet problem (37), (38) satisfies the inequality
Obviously, in case the Fourier series f is finite then more precise estimates can be established along the line of Lemma 2.
In order to give a practical example of the previous lemma, let us assume the data f stems from the sum of a P-and a S-wave both travelling in arbitrary directions 1 , 2 , so that the exact solution reads
(amplitudes have been normalized to unity). In that case we have directly |A j,n | = 1/ j . Moreover it is easy to see that, if N j > j + 1 then
As for the Helmholtz equation, a sharp estimate can be obtained by choosing N j = Q j /2 (the Q j 's are assumed to be even for simplicity) giving min
where j = (Q j /2 − 1)/ j > 1. This shows that any arbitrary superposition of a P-and a S-wave of unit amplitude can be approximated in
. This simple observation can be used to find the optimal value for Q 1 and Q 2 as shown in the next section.
Numerical experiments
The system matrix arising either from least square or collocation formulation does not admit analytical diagonalization due to the coexistence of the separate scales 1 and 2 . Here, we shall simply check the error estimates (48) using a collocation formulation. As for the Helmholtz equation, we make sure that the determinant of (42) is not too small so that our analysis is not spoiled by the nonuniqueness problem. We seek an approximate solution of (37), (38) with the Dirichlet condition
by considering the finite linear combination of P-and S-waves
As for the choice of Q 1 and Q 2 , two strategies are tested: (i) we choose Q 2 = 2 / 1 Q 1 (this strategy has been applied in [8] ) (ii) given Q 1 , we choose the smallest Q 2 such that the minimum of the error bound (48) is almost reached (up to 1 significant digit in our application). Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the errors obtained as well as the theoretical estimates (48). When dealing with an elastic medium for which the ratio 2 / 1 is moderate, the optimization algorithm is not needed. However, if the ratio is relatively high, the optimization clearly offers substantial savings (moreover it has positive effects on the conditioning). It is interesting to check if this applies in a more general case. For this purpose let the boundary conditions stemming from the wave field:
where Y 0 is the Bessel function of the second kind of order 0. The source position of the pressure wave is chosen to be located at x (1) = (2, 2) and the source position of the shear wave is chosen to be located at x (2) = (2, −2). Plots of the approximated elastic wave field are shown in Fig. 5 for three increasing values of Q 1 whereas Q 2 is estimated from the optimization algorithm. As is clearly illustrated, the almost perfectly reconstructed field (c) (E Q = 5 · 10 −5 ) is reached at a very low cost and use of the strategy (i) would require more degrees of freedom to achieve the same accuracy. 
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Conclusion
Theoretical and numerical results presented in this paper highlight the numerical limitations of the plane wave basis due to the finite machine precision. This has some consequences for computational methods using plane wave basis functions. In practice, there should be a distinction between singular/evanescent regions (due to sources, boundary irregularities such as corners, abrupt changes of boundary conditions...) in which the wave field cannot properly be approximated with plane waves and regular/propagative regions for which the plane wave expansion is appropriate and appears to be the best basis from a computational point of view.
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B.1. Proof of (10)
The first step is to choose Q high enough so that Q > |n| + . This ensures that kQ + n > ∀k 1 and − kQ − n > ∀k − 1.
Thus for any point 
B.2. Proof of (24)
In order to estimate a upper bound for the smallest singular value, we split the infinite sum as follows: To make some progress, let Q > 2 . In that case 
